
How To

Create an Air Drying 
Clay Mandala Coaster

Get Started

What You’ll Need

AD272...
Essential PVA Glue

PM445
Rolling Pin

PM087
Economy Pottery Tool
Kit

BR920A...
Student Round Synthetic 
Short Handled Brushes

PM444
Rolling Guides

PB155...
Stencil Card
Sheets

PD360B...
Standard Artist
X4 Acryl 

PM570...
Air Drying Clay
Stone



Prepare your workspace, this will get messy! You will 
need a range of pottery tools such as a rolling pin, cutters 
and rolling guides, as well as acrylic paints and template 

materials.

Using rolling guides and a rolling pin, roll out a ball of air 
drying clay to around 0.5cm thickness. 

Next, using stencil card or anything circular as a guide, 
cut out a stencil which you can then draw round with a 

potters tool or knife.

The trick is to create repeated geometric patterns in your 
design. You can even use templates and stencils to imprint 

into the clay as a quicker way to create a mandala style 
design. 

You can keep your clay as a coaster, or you can gently 
shape up the edges of your circle using a rubber kidney to 

create a small trinket dish. Be careful not to thin out the 
edges too much! Then smooth over the edges with the 

kidney. 

Once your circle is cut out, you are ready to begin your 
mandala style design. Use a range of pottery tools and 

cutters to cut into the clay, but do not cut all the way 
through to the surface.

Step by Step

LET’S CREATE

For more inspirational content visit: dryadeducation.com/creative-corner



Leave your coaster to air dry for around 12-24 hours. TIP: 
It should no longer feel cold, if it does, it is not dried out yet! 

Once dried, apply a layer of PVA glue all over mixed with 
water to act as a barrier before applying paint.

Next, using a range of brush sizes you can begin to paint 
your design. You may need to apply more than one layer 

of acrylic paint to build up colour. Why not experiment with 
metallic colours to really make your coaster stand out!

Once the paint is dry and you are happy with your design, 
apply another layer of PVA glue and water or alternative 

varnish to protect your coaster or trinket dish.
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